
5/12/8e 

Dear Gary, 

I've gone over the fat envelope you sent and am returning it. dere 
are a few notes: 

First, 8 eueeestion: you should put the date and source on each. In 
order to keep myself from forgettinc this, I have made it a habit to do it before 
I clip. . 

"y machine is egine fester than. I em, or it needs an adjustment more. 
I wasted much extensive paper end on some failed to get peed conies anyway, for 
exemele, the LIFE pictures (Mina). If you ever have time to try Xeroxing the 
on-tee-scene pictures, et the moment of the murder, I'd epeTeciate that for I 
want to study them further. I'll probably write tee ehotegropher, who was with ETV 
PBL, on a project. eemey have otters, T:robeely did pen to the point identified by 
those -on the balcony. 

The Playboy piece or the CIA by eeentor Young is incomplete. It ends 
on. page ibS, which is not the lest page. 

1-'lease thanks Atkinson. I made a copy. It is to pale. When he hears, 
please ask him, for two copies of his originals, one for ee end one for the lawyer. 

I have not copied the NSA/CIA brochure gotten up out there because, if 
I wasted no paper at all, it w,uld cost over t3.00. However, if you ever find en 
extra copy, I'd like to have it. Do not copy it for me yourself, for you cannot 
afford it either. 1 have no urgent, present need for it. Of the funds and 
foundations mentioned, 1  have most interest in Price, if you ever come accross 
or have anything on it, including the essentials,its full name and address. I have 
not checked my own file or_ this subject, but I think it includes chat is cot 
in the brochure. 

One clipping you included without hewing mentioned is valuable. That 
(unidentified) is the eckncleedgement by Barrientos of CIA involvement in the Che 
murder. Thet eppeeree in none of the papers I sea. 

Possibly you didn't have it and were going to try end get it from 
Vince, but you did not include the Coulden story (stories?) on Oswald as an 
agent. Of course, if you should even see an extra dopy of that iseue if LIFE 
in the beck-number stores (none around here), please grab. 

In haste, 

Beenebei coming 5/14 for un to week. 


